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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:24
There are countless books about pregnancy and breastfeeding and about teaching your infant to
sleep on her own in a crib. There are books about how to talk to your kids how to lovingly
discipline them, how to meet whatever their particular developmental needs, may be. I have read
or let's be honest, skimmed a great many of these books, and learned a thing or two from each.
But what I've most relished learning in the nine years since I became a parent, are the many
offbeat things that my children have taught me. The things that stem from their own highly
specialized passions, like the names of every type of bulldozer forklift, cement mixer, cherry picker,
crane, road roller dump truck garbage truck and excavator in creation, or the distinct history and
features of the passenger train, from steam locomotive to diesel engine to commuter train to
monorail to humble Caboose. Last fall on a trip through New Mexico, I spotted a bright orange
diesel engine belonging to the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe line. And it may as well have
been Elvis come back from the dead. I was all shook up. No, really, this is a case where I actually
understand why all three of my kids are so Gaga about trains. Part of it must have to do with the
earnest hard working ethos of the train itself. Because if you have ever watched a train, not just
waited for one, impatiently, peering down the subway tracks, but sat from a distance and watched
a train thundering toward the horizon at sunset. If you've ever seen that, you will understand how
every train is like the honest, hard working little guy doing their doggone best because well, that's
what you do. You go all out when somebody is counting on you. You give all you've got. At least I
think that's why my kids love trains that and they're big, loud, colorful and solid, with parts that
spin and heave and whistle and fume they're like dinosaurs, but Kinder. Today's poem, Emily
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Dickinson's, I like to see it lap the miles is a celebration of the train. I love the way that in her
hands. The train shape shifts into so many different types of creature through the course of the
poem. I envision a tiger, a giant, a bumbling stranger, an excavator, a statuesque woman
squeezing into a too tight space, and a horse. If you listen carefully, you can even hear when the
train turns into a poem. And I know I'm missing something. I have a hunch the best way of
enjoying a poem like this is to read it with a child. I like to see it lap the miles by Emily Dickinson. I
like to see it lap the miles and lick the valleys up and stop to feed itself at tanks and then
prodigious step around a pile of mountains and supercilious pier in shanties by the sides of roads,
and then a chori pair to fit it sides and crawl between complaining all the while in horrid hooting
stanza then chase itself down hill and Nay, like bow energies. Then, prompter than a star, stop,
docile and omnipotent at its own stable door. The slowdown is a production of American public
media in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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